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Abstract

Since the closures, in 1971, of the Prudence Island and Brenton Reef disposal
sites, water-related industries have not had aquatic disposal of dredged sediments as a
management option. The marina industry in Rhode Island has been especially
impacted as natural sedimentation processes have reduced the water depths at many of
these locations and have resulted in the loss of business as operators have been unable
to operate their marinas to their fullest potential. The elimination of this option is
based on political and environmental concerns over declines in local commercial
fisheries which are alleged to be the result of the aquatic disposal of dredged
sediments from the Providence River Channel deepening project. Politically, the
dredging and disposal issue is very complex as authority to permit dredging resides in
several state and federal agencies. Regulations result in long processing times and
increased costs for applicants, and claims of economic hardship are being by the
marina industry. Finally, while acknowledging the need to define a long-term
solution for dredging and disposal problems, there is steadfast opposition to these
activities from commercial fishing and environmental interests.
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Introduction to the Problem

There has been no major dredging activity in the waters of the Narragansett
Bay system for more than twenty years. The lack of dredging activity is grounded in
political indifference at the highest levels of state government combined with
bureaucratic gridlock during the dredging application process. The closure, in 1971,
of aquatic disposal sites in Narragansett Bay and Rhode Island Sound after the
deepening of the Providence River shipping channel, eliminated marine disposal as an
option for sediments dredged from rivers, harbors and estuaries in Rhode Island. As
a result of the absence of dredging, particularly scheduled maintenance dredging,
marinas, commercial shipping and other marine-related industries within the region
have been adversely affected (RIMTA, 1985 and 1991). The impacts which
specifically threatened the viability of the regional marina industry include the loss of
boat slip space, a reduction in the size of boats, reductions in personnel at marinas,
reductions in tax dollars from slip rentals, and the closure and economic loss of some
marinas and marine-related industries.
The problems related to maintaining adequate water depths for navigation can
be classified into two categories, those associated with dredging and those associated
with disposal. The problems of dredging will be addressed by discussing the
economic implications, and assessing the suitability of sediments from fourteen
marinas based on provisions in the Connecticut Classification Scheme and the Marine
Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA). The problem of disposal will be
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addressed by discussing the designation of a regional aquatic disposal site using
provisions in the Clean Water Act (CWA) and the MPRSA.

REVIEW OF THE NEED TO CONDUCT MAINTENANCE DREDGING
Marinas are the primary means by which the boating public gains access to
tidal and ocean waters. A marina is defined as a waterfront recreational boating
facility which stores, launches, and/or services boats in slips, on moorings, and/or on
dry land, and which provides access to navigable waters; common water dependent
services include wet dockage, dry boat storage, haul out, launch ramp, fuel, ice,
electricity, parking, restroom, retail sales of boats, motor, hardware, marine
accessories, restaurant or snack food sales, boat and engine repair, security (Ross,
1991).
Nearly all the existing marinas were built when the value of waterfront
property was lower than at present (RIMTA, 1991). In general, marinas have
difficulty generating income after the six month boating season and as such are
economically marginal businesses (CRMC, 1983).
Marinas are an integral part of the state's boating and recreational
infrastructure as the majority of boat owners and operators that use local marinas are
Rhode Island residents (RIMTA, 1991). A survey has indicated that thirty-two
percent (32 %) of the state of Rhode Island goes boating on Narragansett Bay one or
more times per year (RI Sea Grant, 1988). Recreational boating has been found to
exceed all other uses of the bay both in terms of number of people participating and
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economic impact. However, the biggest problem confronting boaters is the serious
shortage of marina space (Ibid).
The Rhode Island Marine Trade Association (RIMTA) has claimed that dire
economic consequences may impact local economies from the inability of marinas to
conduct maintenance dredging (RIMTA, 1991).
The overall impact of not conducting maintenance dredging and not having a
designated aquatic disposal site that is environmentally safe and economically
affordable, is that both public and private marinas, harbors, and ports will be unable
to maintain their economic viability (RIMTA, 1985).
While the marina industry contributes significantly to local economies, each
marina is made up of a series of relatively small businesses and facilities (Ross,
1991). In Rhode Island, the inability to engage in maintenance dredging has resulted
in a business loss totalling $1.5 million/yr. This includes some 47 full-time and parttime jobs (RIMTA, 1991). Since scheduled maintenance dredging has ceased,
approximately 170 boat slips and berths have been lost from area marinas (RIMTA,
1991; Appendix A).
The marina industry has identified three options related to inadequate water
depth: 1) seek a permit to dredge, 2) modify their operations from servicing deep
draft vessels to shallow draft vessels, or 3) sell their marinas for possible conversion
to water-enhanced uses such as hotels and condominiums (West and Aspinwall, 1986).
Since marinas are occupants of waterfront property, their conversions to other uses
would represent a loss of access to the shore by the boating public.
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During the US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) survey (1985), marina
operators discussed modifying operations in order to change from servicing larger to
smaller boats or from servicing sail to power in order to minimize economic impacts.
Only a small number of respondents indicated that this option would minimize
impacts. In fact, it was suggested by the USACE (1985) that additional impacts may
be created as marinas become more specialized in order to cater to one type of vessel
as opposed to the others. Respondents further indicated that to change a facility to
one offering specialized services may require extensive investments which may be
impossible for some marina operators to make.
The RIMTA (1985) survey asked the respondents whether a lack of water
depth had affected their operations (Figure 1). In general, these results showed that
marinas had changed the way they had conducted business. Impacts ranged from
physical changes at facilities (relocation of docks and boats) to terminating vendor
contracts. Approximately seventy-six percent (76%) indicated that they were losing
business as potential boaters were going elsewhere because facilities could not support
them. An equally troubling fact is the high proportion (66%) of all facilities which
claimed they had to turn away boaters due to inadequate depth or limited facilities.
Several marinas reported that it was common knowledge in the boating community
that some marinas were at capacity and boaters just stayed away. A total of fifty-nine
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Figure 1. Has Lack of Water Depth Caused A Change from Larger to Smaller
Boats (RIMTA, 1985)

percent (59%) of the respondents had relocated their boats to other marinas (Table I).
When asked if the lack of dredging had caused a change in the type (i.e. sail vs

power), 41 % stated that they had changed from sail to power. When asked if a
change in the size of vessels had occurred, 43 % of the respondents answered in the
affirmative.
Commercial shipping interests also had been impacted by not routinely
dredging the Providence River shipping channel. The lack of maintenance dredging
has resulted in a narrower channel than the original 600 ft which was originally
dredged in 1969. Another impact has been a shoaling of the channel from its original
40 feet to the present 38 ft.

Federal Requirements for Obtaining Dredging Permits
In general, any application for maintenance dredging or new project dredging
and disposal requires that a permit be obtained from both Federal and State permitting
agencies. Federal applications are reviewed by the USACE whose permitting authority
has been granted in the MPRSA. Permission to conduct dredging is granted based on
a review process which requires site visits, inter-agency coordination and sediment
analysis. Information supplied by applicants in support of the dredging application
include the type of dredging work, the specific type of equipment to be used
(mechanical or hydraulic dredge), the volume of material to be dredged, the location
of dredging (including cross-sectional views and dredging depths), previous
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test data (for maintenance projects) or recent test data on sediment grain size,
chemical analyses, bioassays, and location and history of point source discharges.
The consequences of not obtaining a Federal permit prior to dredging are
violations of the River and Harbor Act of 1899 (33 CFR 144, 209, 230, 401-413) and
Section 404 of the CWA of 1977 (P.L. 92-500). Both acts establish permit programs
for activities which affect the course, capacity or condition of navigable waters and
the discharge of dredge and fill material in inland waters and the territorial sea.
Penalties for these violations include fines up to $25,000 per day of violation and
imprisonment for up to one year or both.

Requirements of the State of Rhode Island for
Obtaining Dredging Permits
Section 3oo.9A(l) of the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management
Program defines "dredging" as the excavation of sediments from beneath tidal and
coastal pond waters by mechanical or hydraulic means. Dredging is divided into
improvement dredging and maintenance dredging. Improvement dredging includes
new projects in previously undredged areas or the enlarging of existing channels and
basins beyond previously authorized depths or boundaries. Maintenance dredging
includes projects whose purpose is to restore authorized channels and basins to their
original, previously authorized dimensions.
The authority/responsibility of carrying out dredging regulations in Rhode
Island is dependent on the coordination and cooperation of several state agencies.

8

These duties are divided between the Coastal Resources Management Council
(CRMC) and the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM).
The R.I. Coastal Resources Management Law (R.I General Laws, Chapter 23 as
amended through October 30, 1981) established the regulatory framework for
dredging and disposal activities through the CRMC. The Council is established as the
governing body which regulates construction and alteration of any part of the coastal
zone from mean high tide to the limit of the territorial sea. Disposal activities require
approval of the CRMC (R.I. Coastal Resources Management Law, R.I. General Law
Title 46, Chapter 23, as amended through 1983).
In Rhode Island, applicants for dredging permits must apply to the CRMC and
RIDEM. During the application process, proponents must: a) bear the burden of
proof that there will be no adverse impact on the environment or natural resources of
the state, b) receive a water certification from RIDEM, and c) obtain certification
from RIDEM that the dredged materials are non-hazardous, based on an approved
analysis process. Under state laws, a violation occurs when any or all of the
following occur: 1) actions are taken without a valid CRMC Assent, 2) work is
undertaken in a manner other than that prescribed by the Assent, 3) continued after a
written cease and desist order has been issued by the CRMC, or 4) undertaken after a
restoration order has been issued by the CRMC. Enforcement of the legal provisions
is the responsibility of RIDEM. Any person in violation of a CRMC order is guilty of
a misdemeanor. If convicted, the violator shall be fined no more than $300 and/or
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imprisoned for no more than three months, however, each day such violation
continues is considered a separate offense (CRMC, 1983).
The R.I. Coastal Resources Management Program outlines the policies
concerning dredging and dredge material disposal. As the lead agency, CRMC:
1) supports maintenance dredging activities in Type 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 waters (Table
II), if "environmentally sound" disposal locations and procedures are identified,
2) favors offshore open-water disposal for large volumes of dredged materials if
impacts are minimized and
3) encourages the use of innovative methods of dredged material disposal,
particularly for small volumes of material.
The Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM),
formed in 1977, has wide-ranging regulatory and permitting authority. This authority
applies solid waste regulations to the onland disposal of dredged material, through the
Solid Waste Management Law (Rhode Island General Laws, Chapters 23-18.9, 23-19,
and 42-17), and limits dredging and disposal by setting water quality regulations
through the Water Pollution Control Law (Rhode Island General Laws, Title 46,
Chapter 12).

Dredging Techniques Previously Used In
Rhode Island Waters

The most common dredging platforms and techniques used for dredging and
disposal operations involve the use of hydraulic pipeline cutterhead, dragline and
clamshell (a.k.a bucket) dredges (Figures 2 and 3) (Lawson Assoc., 1987; RIMTA,
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TABLE II. Categories of Water Types as Defined by the State of Rhode Island
(CRMC, 1983)

Type 1: a) Water areas within the boundaries of designated wildlife
refuges and conservation areas, b) water areas that have retained undistrubed natural
habitat or maintain scenic values of unique or unusual significance, and 3) water areas
that are particularly unsuitable for structures due to their exposure to severe wave
action, flooding, and erosion.
Type 2: Waters in areas with high scenic value that support lowintensity recreational and residential uses. These waters include seasonal mooring
areas where good water quality and fish and wildlife habitat are maintained.
Type 3: Intensely utilized water areas where recreational boating
activities dominate and where the adjacent shorelines are developed as marinas,
boatyards, and associated water-enhanced and water dependent businesses.
Type 4: a) Includes open water in Narragansett Bay and the Sounds
which support a variety of commercial and recreational activities while maintaining
good value as a fish and wildlife habitat and b) open waters adjacent to shorelines that
could support water-dependent commercial, industrial, and/or high-density
recreational activities.
Type 5: Waters adjacent to waterfront areas that support a variety of
tourist, recreational, and commercial activities.
Type 6: Water areas extensively altered in order to accomodate
commercial and industrial water-dependent and water-enhanced activities.
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1985). During these operations, the dredge was usually stationary, held in place in
the water by spuds or anchored to land. Dredging was mainly used to remove the
full range of sediments (i.e. muds, silts, sands and gravel)and was usually restricted
to water depths less than 100 ft. Dredged sediments were either deposited in the
dredge or in scows alongside the dredge. The dredge or scows were then towed to an
aquatic disposal site or the dredged sediments emplaced directly into fill areas during
shoreline alteration projects. Dredged sediments were also transported to inland
disposal sites.
The major adverse environmental impact of these dredging techniques is the
resuspension of bottom sediments. Resuspension during these operations is initially
caused by the impact, penetration and withdrawal of the suction pipe, during
hydraulic pipeline cutterhead dredging, or the mechanical bucket during clamshell
dredging from the channel bottom. The problem of sediment resuspension is
enhanced, during bucket dredging, as fine silty sediment escapes as it is drawn
through the water column. Finally, the spillage of sediment-laden water as the bucket
breaks the water surface and the material is dumped into the receiving area/container
completes the impact (Metcalf and Eddy, 1987).

Past Practices for Disposal of Dredged
Material in Narragansett Bay
Historically, channels and harbors in Rhode Island have been dredged since
Colonial times up to the second half of the Twentieth Century (Seavey and Pratt,
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1979). During disposal operations (up to 1963), it was customary for dredged
materials from small-scale projects to be deposited directly onto salt marshes or
islands, used for bulkheading in heavily urbanized areas (e.g. the Providence
waterfront), used for the creation of boat-launching ramps around marinas or publicaccess areas, or deposited in shallow waters close to shore (Ibid). Alternatively,
sediments from large-scale projects were deposited in the deep waters of Narragansett
Bay or in Rhode Island Sound (Ibid). Between 1948-1969 approximately 7.5 million
cu. yds of sediment was dredged from harbors, anchorages and coves of the
Narragansett Bay system and disposed either within the Bay system or at offshore
locations (Metcalf and Eddy, 1987; Appendix B). Between 1966-1971, the majority
of the dredging projects were maintenance projects designed to reestablish the
navigability of existing channels and harbors to previously approved depths. Most of
the projects were carried out with federal assistance by the USACE at the request of
local municipalities or the State of Rhode Island. Significant maintenance dredging
has also been conducted by local coastal industries such as oil companies and marinas.
While smaller in scale and scope, these efforts have often resulted in more visible and
lasting alterations to the coastal waterfronts (Ibid). Examples of the impacts of these
smaller operations occur along the east and west banks of the Providence River near
the Hurricane barrier and along the north shore of Greenwich Bay.
The primary aquatic disposal site in Narragansett Bay was located southeast of
Prudence Island at a water depth of approximately 100 feet (Figures 4 and 5). This
site received sediments from Pt. Judith Pond, Quonset Pt., Greenwich Bay, Warwick
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Cove, Seekonk River, Conimicut Pt., Bullock Cove and Mt. Hope Bay. Other sites in
the Narragansett Bay system were utilized on a short-term basis for the disposal of
dredged material from certain state, federal and military projects (Figure 4; Ibid).
These sites were located in Pt. Judith Pond, Allen Harbor, and Mt. Hope Bay. In
Mount Hope Bay, sediments dredged from the navigation channel were used to create
Spar Island (Figure 6).
The last major dredging project in Narragansett Bay occurred with the
deepening of the Providence River navigation channel and harbor area between 19661971. During this period approximately 9.8 million cu. yds of sediments (including
sediment contaminated with hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and toxic chemicals) were
dredged from Upper Narragansett Bay and the Providence River (Ibid). Some of
these sediments were deposited at the Prudence Island disposal site. The bulk of the
material was deposited at the federally designated, regional disposal site at Brenton
Reef in Rhode Island Sound (Figure 7). In 1966, Narragansett Bay was closed as a
dredge site due to general environmental concerns about contaminated sediments at
disposal sites and opposition from local commercial fishing interests (Ibid).
After completion of the Providence River project in 1971, the offshore
disposal site at Brenton Reef was also closed. In the opinion of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the additional placement of dredged
material, specifically fine-grained contaminated sediments from future projects, would
violate state water quality standards (Chase, 1977). It should be noted that water
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• Disposal Sites (Corps of Engineers)
---- Largest Dredging Projects
• Disposal Sites (Navy)

Fagure 4. Location Map of Disposal Sites in Narragansett Bay and Rhode Island
Sound (Seavey and Pratt, 1979).
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quality criteria for federal waters did not exist at the time. Additional support for
offshore closure was again generated by local commercial fishing interests. They
were concerned that the use of the Brenton Reef site would result in increased water
column turbidity. Public opinion felt that this dredge material disposal would affect
the coastal floating trap industry by increasing fish stock mortality, repelling fish from
the area, potentially changing the effectiveness of fishing gear, or inhibiting spawning
(Sissenwine and Saila, 1974).

As a result of the closure of these sites, Rhode Island

is now the only coastal New England state without a designated aquatic dredge
disposal site.
While aquatic dredge disposal was supposed to have been eliminated, some
dredging activity continued until the late 1970s in Rhode Island waters, however on a
greatly reduced scale. Between 1974-1978, these activities were sponsored by the
USACE, private individuals, companies and local municipalities. The sediments from
these operations were from areas with high water quality classifications and involved
the dredging of relatively clean, coarse-grained sediments and boulders (Seavey and
Pratt, 1979). These sediments were either deposited on beaches, used in bulkheading
projects or disposed of in municipal sanitary landfills. In

volum~tric

terms, the

federally sponsored projects (excluding the Providence River Project) were the
largest, ranging from 5,000 to 72,000 cu. yds. The private sector projects ranged
from 30 cu. yds to 50,000 cu. yds (Ibid). Since 1978, there has been no significant
dredging or disposal activity in the region.
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The Need for Dredging - The Marina Industry
Perspective
Surveys of the marine industry were conducted between 1981-1985 to assess
the present and future need for dredging in Rhode Island and Massachusetts (USACE,
1985). In Rhode Island, a total of 285 facilities were identified as having a dredging
need (Ibid; Table III). These facilities ranged from commercial marinas and
boatyards and other private for-profit-corporations, municipal facilities including
piers and ramps serving the recreational community to federal projects involving
commercial ports. While the list of those surveyed is extensive, there is some
uncertainty whether commercial fishing and shipping interests were adequately
represented in the surveys (Metcalf and Eddy, 1987). State and Municipal launching
facilities as these comprised the majority of the responses.
Of those facilities expecting to dredge during the period 1985-1995, nearly half
were marinas and boatyards. These were followed by private, municipal, and federal
project areas, yacht, fishing, and other recreational clubs; state facilities and
commercial ports and terminals (Table IV; USACE, 1985).

Where is dredging needed?
Surveys of private sector, state and municipal facilities in Rhode Island were
conducted by the Rhode Island Marine Trade Association (RIMTA) and the USCAE
to determine the need for dredging in the vicinity of their launching facilities. Survey
results indicated that dredging was needed mainly in navigation channels and at boat
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Table ID. Categories of Responding Facilities (USACE, 1985).

RI
% of

Respondents

10

I

Total

1.

Commerical Marinas and Boatyards

99

34.7

2.

Municipal Facilities

45

15.8

3.

Private Facilities

33

11.6

4.

State Facilities

29

10.2

5.

Port Authorities/Shipping and
Terminal Facilities

27

9.5

Yacht, Fishing and Other
Recreational Clubs

25

8.8

7.

Federal Projects

19

6.7

8.

Other

8

2.7

~

6.

Total Number of Respondents

285

'.

slips and docks (72% of the RIMTA survey respondents). Launching ramps and
moorings were considered other areas in need of dredging.

Fifty percent (50%) of

those surveyed indicated that frequent groundings occurred mainly at low tide, fifteen
percent (15 %) indicated that groundings occurred throughout the tidal cycle. The
remaining 35 % of the respondents indicated problems at periods of especially low
water (e.g. moon tides) (RIMTA, 1985).

During the USACE survey (1985), a total

demand for dredging of 3.6 million cu. yards at 119 projects was identified (Table
V). Two-thirds (2/3) of that volume was related to expansion of existing facilities
and the remaining one-third (1/3) was identified as maintenance dredging.
Maintenance dredging of berths and slips accounted for the largest group of projects
and the largest volume of material to be dredged (Table VI; USACE, 1985).

Frequency and Cost of Dredging
In general, harbor maintenance dredging is needed on average every five (5)
years, however some harbors needed dredging every two years (Lawson Assoc.,
1987).
Ninety-two percent (92 %) of respondents to the RIMTA (1985) survey
estimated the costs (in 1985 dollars) of aquatic disposal to be between $11 and $16
per cubic yard. These estimates include the actual dredging, transport, and disposal.
In some instances, the disposal site was the New London Dump Site in Long Island
Sound (RIMTA, 1985). The needs identified in this survey totalled approx. 11.6
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Table IV. Facilities Expecting Dredging Between 1985 - 1995 (USACE, 1985).

RI

!

, of
Total

8

6.1

Recreational Clubs

12

9.2

Commercial Marinas' Boatyards

65

49.2

1

0.8

11

8.3

9

6.8

Private Facilities

13

9.8

Federal Prcjects

13

9.8

0

0

132

100

Port Authorities, Shipping Terminals

Fishing Ports
State Facilities
tv

VI

Municipal Facilities

Wholesale Fish Processing Facility
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS ANSWERING
THIS QUESTION

Table V. Projected Volume of Dredged Material by Type of
Function (USACE, 1985).

RI

•
Berths & Slips

, of
Volume

46

38.7

1,373,353

38.2

Channels

8

6.'7

395,890

11.0

Mooring Areas

1

0.8

25,000

0.'7

12

10.1

30,090

0.8

1

0.8

58,400

1.6

17.6

1,424,715

39.7

1

0.8

4,500

o .1

1'7

14.3

'79,'700

2.2

Channels & Moorings

3

2.5

80,000

2.2

Berths, Slips, Channels, & Haul-out
Facilities

9

7.6

llti,846

3.3

Haul-out Facilities
N
0\

3
, of
yd
Projects

All of the Above
Berths, Slips & Channels
Berths, Slips & Moorings
Berths, Slips & Haul-out Facilities

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS
ANSWERING THIS QUESTION
TOTAL PROJECTED VOLUME
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119

3,588,494

"

Table VI. Functional ImpactS to Facilities Because or No Past Dredaing (19811984) (USACE, 1985).
RI
• of Respondents citing Impacts on:

•

% of
Total

Berths

53

18.6

1

0.3

Channels

29

10.2

Haul-Out Facilities

27

9.5

Berths, Slips & Channels

30

10.5

Berths, Slips & Haul-Out

10

3.5

Mooring Areas & Channels

3

1.0

Channels & Haul-Out Facilities

4

1.4

Berths, Slips, Mooring Areas &
Channels

2

0.7

Berths, Slips, Channels & Haul-Out
Facilities

5

1.7

Berths, Slips, Mooring Areas, Channels
& Haul-Out Facilities

1

0.3

165

57.7

120

42.1

0

0

&

Slips

Mooring Area

SUBTOTAL
Facilities Not in Need of Dredging
During 1981-1984
No Response
Total Number of Respondents

285
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million cu yds (minimum) of material at a cost ranging between $121 million and
$176 million (1985) dollars. Such a price tag was found to be prohibitive to the
RIMTA which claimed that the cost of dredging would result in significant adverse
effects on the individual businesses. However, estimating volumes is a difficult task
without detailed engineering measurements. Metcalf and Eddy (1987) suggested that
the RIMTA survey respondents may have given inaccurate estimates in response to
survey questions as many respondents have no recent dredging experience or
knowledge of sedimentation rates on which to base their responses.
In 1990, the RIMTA conducted a survey of fourteen (14) marinas and yacht
clubs to determine dredging need and costs. Results identified an immediate need of
211,015 total cubic yards with project sizes varying from 2300 cubic yards to 63,000
cubic yards. Estimated dredging costs totalled approximately $4.3 million (or
approximately $20 per cubic yd) for the fourteen projects with individual project costs
ranging from $427,000-$1.3 million (in 1990 dollars) (Szepatowski Associates, 1990).
It should be noted that these costs were based on upland on-site disposal as the

primary disposal option.

Quality of bottom sediments at local marinas.
As part of the permitting process, the USACE, RIDEM, and CRMC require
applicants to analyze their sediments for organic and metals chemistry in order to
determine sediment toxicity and particle size characteristics. The USACE compare
the sediment chemistry data with water quality criteria for pollutants of concern
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established by the USEPA to determine the suitability of sediments for aquatic
disposal. The RIDEM and CRMC also use the chemistry data to determine quality
based on comparisons with Federal/State Drinking Water Standards and the
"Connecticut Classification System".
The Connecticut Classification System was developed by the State of
Connecticut to determine the potential impact of dredge material disposal in Long
Island Sound (LIS) (Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, New York
Department of Environmental Conservation, 1977). The classification method
identifies levels of pollutants and provides a framework for determining the suitability
of dredged sediments for various disposal options. It also indicates when additional
testing of sediments may be necessary to determine their potential environmental
impact (Seavey and Pratt, 1979). The classification system includes background
levels of metals from central LIS for reference. This is important because a natural
baseline is established from which accurate measurements of pollutant concentrations
can be made (Ibid).
The Connecticut plan recognizes three (3) distinct sediment classes (Table
VII). Class I sediments are relatively coarse-grained sediments, with a high solids
content, that are considered non-degrading to water quality and non-toxic to marine
organisms. These sediments may be deposited without restriction in regional disposal
sites. Class II sediments are relatively fine-grained with moderate amounts of
pollutants. These are considered either non-degrading or potentially degrading but
suitable for island or marsh creation or for open water disposal if the disposal site is
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TABLE VII. Numerical Criteria Used in the Connecticut Classif"acation Scheme
for Dredge Material Management (Seavey and Pratt, 1979).

Class I

Percent silt-clay
Percent water
Percent volatile
solids (NED method)
Percent oil and grease
(hexane extract)
Mercury (Hg)
Lead (Ph)
Zinc (Zn)
Arsenic (As)
Cadmium (Cd)
Chromium (Cr)
Copper (Cu)
Nickel (Ni)
Vanadium (V)

Class II

Class III

<60

60-90

;..90

<40

60-60

~60

<5

5-10

)10

<0.3

0.3-1

>1

i.0.5

0.5-1. 5

>1. 5

<100
<200

100-200
200-400

< 10

10-20

~20

<5

5-10

:r10

>200
>400

"-100

100-300

)300

<200

200-400

7400

<. 50

50-100

)100

<. 75

75-125

:r125
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in quiescent waters or if the sediments are covered (i.e. capped) with cleaner
sediments. Class III sediments are fine-grained, have low solids contents and are
highly enriched with pollutants. These sediments are considered potentially degrading
or hazardous and may require additional testing. Class III sediments determined to be
toxic are not suitable for aquatic disposal and must be disposed on land or along
inshore areas in confined disposal facilities (CDFs).
Local marinas were asked by RIMTA (1985) if bottom sediments at their
particular sites had been tested for contamination during the period 1980-1982.
Twenty-seven (27 %) percent indicated that testing had occurred, ninety-eight (98 %)
of that group indicated that testing revealed no evidence of contamination. However,
seventy-three (73 %) percent of the respondents indicated that no testing had been
conducted. Seavey and Pratt (1979) classified Narragansett Bay sediments using the
Connecticut classification scheme with data collected by USACE for sixteen (16)
estuaries and harbors. These results and the number of sediment cores which fall into
each of the three sediment classes are summarized in Tables VIII and IX. The
classification was based on data from the sediment chemistry and physical
characteristics of seventy-six (76) sampling stations distributed throughout
Narragansett Bay and Block Island. Chemical analyses included the determination of
heavy metals concentrations, solids content, percent hydrocarbons and other data
collected from sediment cores. Sediment variables were examined from surface and
subsurface samples.
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TABLE VIII. Percent of Surface and Subsurface Sediments in Narragansett Bay
Considered Degraded Using the Connecticut Classification Scheme (compiled
from Seavey and Pratt, 1979).

Surface Sediments
Class I (non-toxic):

38%

Class II (moderately polluted):

20%

Class III (pollutant enriched):

42%

Subsurface Sediments
Class I (non-toxic):

19%

Class II (moderately polluted):

64%

Class III (pollutant enriched):

17%
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TABLE IX. Summary: Application of a Spoil Classification Scheme to
Existing Corps Data on Spoil Source Areas (Seavey and Pratt, 1979).
Lac. tio"

Surface: SedlM.nt

of Corel

CI. .olflcotlon
I

11

III

I

II

I

-

-

I

River
Int

-

-

cut Pt.

2

2

I

I

2

I

I

2

2

2

2

-

)

Sallllple Stationl

2

9

5

V..l
V..l

,Bulluck'i

Cove

)

-

)

Boy

5

-

2

I

2

2

2

-

I

7

Creenvich Cov'"

Block lolond
Hev Karbor

-

-

2

4

-

I

Upper Providence River surface aedl.ents are contnlo1n.ated with
very hlah 1f:vela of volatile lolldl. &lnc, copper, and lead.
There are .Geterltel, high level. of Mat other pollut.ant.a with
thE exception of all and are••e. Sub.urface aedl.entll, although
Itl11 varrantlna I C1 ••• 111 dea1an.tion, ,how. conalatent
decrease In .11 pollutant•. Core. taken fre- near Coni.lcut
Point have ...ndier .edt_nta th.n the up!'er channel and have
conalatently low -etal level•• Moderately h18h vater content
prevent! .ore of thele sedi_ntl fro. being placed in Cbe. I.
In SON: calel • •etal content hlcrUises with core depth. indiCiting ttult hotto. currentl hive probably recently brought in
cleaner landier led i.entl .
Sa..,le PE-l t talten froa the .id-cove area, contained I very higt
percentaae of lilt, cl.y. and vobtile oraanic . . tter. It al80
Ihowed hiah levell of .ercury, lead, %inc and PCBs. Surface
8a~lel fre- thi. core and alllO PE-l in the entrance channel "",
been deaignated .a Claal III. The re-&inina aMPle. taken frMl
the louth cove al1d the entrance channel indicate lover pollutar
levela in .ancUer ,ediaentl and are cla.etfied aa 1 and II. Thl
classification . . y be .isleading a. it ia :>el1eved that 'h~d1Jle'nt
pollutant lneh are aenerally hiaher. e.peciatly in fine sedf ..e nt.
in northern port ion I of the Cove. the Corp. of EnBineera; Is
relallpl1ng thil area.

._--

-

6

Lit t Ie Narraaansett

•• ion
-Df.l':u
----------

III

to

Pawtuxet Cove

Toul , of

Sublurface Sedl.ent Cla.alfie.tion

-

2

M0

0" T "

-

Only four aetall were analy%ed by the Corp. of Engineer. for thl
Ire... Oraanic sediaente fro. within the Cove at tM north and
south anchoraael are hlah in -.oet pollutants • Source. of these
. . teriah fUy be the Upper Providence River. Sandy sedi.ent ..
t:lken frotl the entrance and approach chann('h are .ignificantly
lei. polluted and can be considered Cl.. 911 1. Thi. area ex. .plJfies how one erea havinB differing ledi-ent type. with dieferin.
pollutant levels Ca.n . .Loe Bood 1I1e of two or -.ore diltpo.al optio no.
Two I.aplel (PE-l and Pr.-l) h.d high orlanic and water content 3n'
a aoderately hilh hexane soluble fraction. PE-). located In tht!
channel wat of larn I.land, Conn •• aleo ahows a cl •• a 11
_rcur, level in the .urface layer •• PE-7, J'I~t welt of 'a.,cat-..c
Point nearer the -outh Qf the 'awcatue'" Ri ... er. -::t.owed IIUghrlj
higher aercury levels and aleo clas. 11 chn·mlufll level~ in the
sublurface sedi. .ntl. All other station. are cOl"drl'e'rt"'fl cla.~( 1
including PE-4 lllituated flidway between PE-) and PE-i. In
general, the ratio of .etal levels to org"nlc Matter 1n the Ba.y
s~dillent8 is low.

- ---

2

5

----"----

._. ---

These la~lel have high organic lftattc':'" t:o;ILent t hiih WOlter
content. and pollurant9. indicat I·Jf:. of seW<1ge rathe'r than industrial sources. Hore samples 3re needed from this area.
Only surface 9a.ples we're taken. they represent c lean sandy sed 1
ment .. with low pollutant le..,els. The hJgh mercury le"'el in one
saaple (GE-2) is a"0,.. lou5 since the si\nlple Is low In all other
pollutants.

S\JItI.UT:. APPLICATION OF A SPOIL CLASSIFICATION SCHDIE TO EXISTING CORPS OATA ON SPOIL SOURCE AREAS
LocatiO'll

Surface Sedf.Mnt
Cla.alflcat I""
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"I
~
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eo••
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Sublurface Sedt.. t Ct... lflc.tl

-
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4
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-0.
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8

I
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Only lurf,ce ••~le. vere taken. Low dltlct., I~veh Indicate
that .edtaentl .re tNr,e afained and hive low pollutant level ••
All ,edteenta con.ldered Cl,•• I .
Four
The ,f.ln alze and vater content of all ••.,lea .re ,t.11,r.
Snplee havin, the hilheat vlter content and or,lnle content hive
the hllheat henne eoluble frlctlon and _tal content •• veil.
Two of thine four hive lead and zinc leveh ,11,htly oy~r the
Connec.ticut Itlndard' for C1••• til. There I, . . . rked deere••e
In all pollutant I at a depth of I foot. Sub.ur f Ice led l_nt I
all Met Cl,•• 1 crttert. for _tal, but "-ve been placed In
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1\10 of the. four Claa. flI aurfaco aallpl . . (fr.- PE-S and PE-6)
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Two type. of .edi_nt vere found.

I

IIevport Harbor

Diec.alon

,

-

OAT A
4

_-

.

Hllhly orlanlc aed l.Ioenta hod
hiah heune .oluble fractions and _rcury, lead, zinc, and chro.t..lev.l. abov~ the Connecticut Type 111 atandard •• Chro.iUII in .urface
••di.ent. in P!-l and P!-2 (inner cove area) i ' the hilhe.t
.a.ured in any lhode I.land .a.ple•• Sedt.ent. below one foot
depth _ t Cia•• 1 .tandard' for chrOlllU1l, however. Lo", or.antc
content, •• ndier sedi_nt. near the outer cove (PE-5, CE-6) have
10'" pollutant concentrat tons.
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One lurlaco a.ple (PE-4) had hllh lead and zinc levels
the nu.ber of ,..,le. taken la Insufficient for cla•• ifyln. theee
. . terlala.
0

Surface aedt.enta, particularly In inner cove, have hl.h ",.ter
content and hl.h .rcury levell and .-oderately hllh levels of lead,
zinc and vanad Iu... Subaurface .a.rles .how a larle decrea.e In
lead, ztnc and arsentc levell. C.d.I~. ntckel, .nd vanadl..-,
hovever, ahow Ie. II of a reduction "'hen co.pared to surface .a.ples.
Several aurfac. aa~lea have hilh level. of .ercury, l.ad, and rinc,
hilh vater content and a brle a..,unt of fines. All .ubsurf ace
,edl. .nts have ~t.l levels vithin Class I or 11 limits.
Data are taken fro. the 19'6 [IS on I.prove-ent Oredginc of the
Harbor Entrance and Channt>l Extl"n~lons near Stat~ Piers.
Only four crab salltpl •• of surface sedt_nts vere analYl~d. These
s.p les tILly not be reprellentat tve. Based on Metal content only,
three sallples appear to be well vithln Connecticut Class t liliits
vhlh one has been destgnated Ctass 11 because of soa,·what
hlBh~r cadllluM levels •

All surface and subsurface locations show some mixtures of sediment classes 1III (Tables VIII and IX). The majority of the surface sediments (80 %) were classified
as non-toxic (Class I) or highly polluted (Class III). These sediments occurred
throughout the bay and represented either clean sandy sediments with low pollutant
levels or fine-grained sediments with high organic matter and water contents and high
levels of volatile solids, zinc, copper, and lead. The majority of subsurface sediments
(64 %) were classified as moderately polluted (Class II) and consisted of

fine~grained

sediments with slightly higher water contents and metals contents characterized by
Class II ranges. Class III surface and subsurface sediments were found to occur
solely along Field's Point and Pomham Rocks (Providence River) and Greenwich
Cove. The areas with a greater number of stations with Class III sediments include
the following coves: Bullock's, Brushneck, Apponaug, Greenwich, Wickford, and
Warwick (Figure 8).

The Need for Dredging - Governmental
Perspective
Telephone surveys of forty (40) regional state and federal officials were
conducted to determine the issues perceived to be important by the public regarding
dredging in Narragansett Bay (Lawson, 1987). This survey was conducted on behalf
of a public advisory group (the Regional Disposal Advisory Group-RDAG) which was
organized in May 1987. The purpose of RDAG was to review and assess the need
for establishing a regional disposal site. Interviewees consisted of representatives of
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the USEPA-Region I, the USACE-New England Division, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and the State of Rhode Island. The respondents unanimously agreed
that dredging is needed in the region. Most respondents, fifty three percent (53 %)
agreed that the need is substantial and ongoing. Small scale maintenance dredging
was viewed as especially needed. Over eighty percent (80%) of the respondents
stated that the problem of finding a suitable site for regional disposal was either
critical or very critical. Over fifty percent (50%) felt this to be a very critical
problem.
When discussing the quality of the dredged material, the cleanliness of the
dredged material was the predominant factor affecting public acceptance or opposition
to various disposal alternatives. Concerns about sediment quality centered around the
amount of metals and organic chemical contamination contained in the dredged
material. For toxic sediments, no consensus of opinion was reached concerning
acceptable disposal locations. Some respondents indicated that on-land disposal is the
preferred disposal solution for toxic sediments. The reason for this response appears
to be the perception that on-land sites are better managed. Others felt that the higher
the toxicity of the sediment, the greater the distance from existing land disposal sites.
These responses appear to be in response to concerns about contamination of drinking
water supplies and public health (Lawson Assoc., 1987).
Nearly eighty percent (80%) of the responders indicated that onshore disposal
was the most preferred method for non-toxic sediments. Nearly seventy percent
(70%) felt nearshore disposal as the least preferred disposal alternative. For both
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methods of disposal, mode of disposal was the issue (Le. the high costs of
transporting dredged material far enough offshore to avoid fishing grounds vs. the
limited available onshore disposal sites) (Ibid).
The respondents also felt that commercial fishing and environmental interests
would be impacted the most by offshore disposal. Results also suggested that
respondents perceived commercial marine (i.e. non-fishing) interests as the major
beneficiaries from offshore disposal. Recreational boating was not perceived to
benefit or lose significantly from offshore disposal (Ibid).

Dredging and Dredge Material Disposal- The
Commercial Fishing Perspective
Commercial fishing continues to be an important industry, economically and
politically. Quahogs are the most important resource harvested from Narragansett
Bay. In 1986, 3.6 million pounds of quahog meats, valued $15.7 million, were
harvested from the bay by approximately 3,000 licensed quahoggers (RI Sea Grant,
1988). The second most important commercial fishery is lobstering which lands
approximately one million pounds of lobster meats valued at $3 million ($1988)
annually. The finfishing industry ranks third in economic importance with winter
flounder, scup, squid and butterfish the key commercial fisheries (Ibid).
The majority of the state's commercial finfish catch is from outside
Narragansett Bay, in Rhode Island Sound and Atlantic Ocean (Ibid). Trawler and
floating trap fishing are the most important fisheries in Rhode Island Sound (Metcalf
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and Eddy, 1987; Sissenwine and Saila, 1974). Floating traps are designed to catch
fish moving parallel to the shore. Trawler nets are designed to catch fish at various
depths in the water column. Floating trap locations are licensed by the State and are
located offshore of Sakonnet Point, along the south shore of Aquidneck Island, and
south of Narragansett Town Beach (Figure 9). The location of fish trawling grounds
in Rhode Island Sound is found in Figure 10.
Since 1960, the health of the floating trap fishery has been based on the
availability and catchability of scup, a schooling fish found in coastal waters from
Cape Hatteras, NC to Cape Cod, MA. (Ibid; Smith and Norcross, 1968). Scup was
chosen as the condition indicator because it was the most abundant species landed
between 1947 and 1971 (Sissenwine and Saila, 1974). Between 1960-1969, the catch
of scup varied from a low of 44.0% of the total catch (in 1969) to a high (in 1964) of
84.7% (Ibid). A slight increase in landings occurred in 1970 and 1971 with scup
accounting for 63.9% and 57.2%, respectively (Ibid).
To some in the commercial fishing industry, the decline in total landings of
scup by the floating trap fishery could be attributed to the disposal of dredged
sediments at Brenton Reef (Ibid). In order to address these allegations, Sissenwine
and Saila (1974) surveyed the annual landings of scup, bluefish, cod, fluke, mackerel,
menhaden, squid and striped bass during the period that the Brenton Reef site was
open for disposal. During this period (1966-1971), the percent of total catch for scup
ranged from 77.5% (in 1966) to 44.0% (in 1969) (Ibid). Using autocorrelation
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Figure 9. Major Rhode Island Sound floating trap areas and their location
relative to the Brenton Reef Disposal Site (Sissenwine and Saila, 1974).
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analysis, Sissenwine and Saila found no statistically significant difference at the 0.05
level in the decline in fishing effort and the decline in scup or total landings before
and after the Brenton Reef site was used as a disposal site. In their opinion, the
decline in the Rhode Island floating trap fishery could have been linked to a general
coastwide decline in the scup fisheries which affected Mid-Atlantic as well as New
England fisheries and was further affected by increased fishing pressures. They also
noted that, during the 1960s, the yields of bluefish and cod generally increased, fluke
declined, and mackerel and striped bass populations peaked and then declined.
Menhaden and squid landings were found to vary (Ibid). There was no evidence that
the variability of these yields could be linked to dredged material disposal.
Scientific investigations conducted during the late 1960s through the 1970s
(e.g. Saila et al., 1972) sought to measure impacts associated with aquatic dredged
material disposal at Brenton Reef. This study indicated that localized changes did
occur in species composition and sediment type. However, the authors were unable
to verify the relationship between dredged material disposal and water quality or
fisheries of adjacent areas in Narragansett Bay or Rhode Island Sound.
While the scientific investigations do not support a cause and effect
relationship between the decline in the trap fishery and dredge disposal practices,
local fishermen and environmental citizens groups are intensely opposed to both
dredging and disposal.
The Pt. Judith Fishermen's Cooperative Association, Point Trap Co.,
Manchester Seafoods, Inc., and the Atlantic Offshore Fishermen's Association are all
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on record opposing aquatic disposal due to concerns over the possibility of short
dumping, which refers to any illegal disposal outside of designated areas, and
potential fouling of fishing grounds. These companies also allege that disposal of
dredged sediments at Brenton Reef has adversely affected ocean quahog, surf clam,
and lobster populations (RDAG, 1987).

Dredging and Dredge Material Disposal General Environmental Concerns
While direct links to fisheries declines have yet to be proved due to dredging
or dredged material disposal in Narragansett Bay and Rhode Island Sound, there is
concern about potential environmental impact on marine ecosystems. For more than
two hundred years, the sediments of Narragansett Bay have served as the final
destination for a variety of pollutants and metals from jewelry factories, chemical
companies, and textile mills. During periods of wet weather, the situation is further
compounded as runoff from rainstorms or snow melt washes petrochemicals from
streets, and fertilizers and pesticides from farms and gardens, into local sewers or
infiltrate directly into estuary. The sewers, in turn, flow into and eventually overload
the capacity of municipal water treatment plants. Once overloaded, the water
treatment plants release this effluent which contains inadequately treated sewage into
the bay (RI Sea Grant, 1988). This problem has impacted the shellfishing industry as
approximately one-fourth of Narragansett Bay is permanently closed to shellfishing
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(Ibid). The closed areas include the Providence River, all of Mount Hope Bay, and a
number of areas in the immediate vicinity of sewage treatment plants or marinas.
Studies of Narragansett Bay's sediments have detected toxic metals including
copper, lead, and silver and organic chemical pollutants. Many of these pollutants
date from the beginning of industrialization (1750) in the Providence area and can be
traced to the present (Narragansett Bay CCMP, 1991). Levels of copper and nickel
in the Providence River have been found to periodically exceed EPA water quality
standards (RI Sea Grant, 1988). Studies have also shown that the highest metals
concentrations occur along the northern reaches of the Bay in localized areas of
Apponaug Cove, Brushneck Cove, Bullock's Cove, Greenwich Cove, Newport
Harbor, Pawtuxet Cove, Warwick Cove and Wickford Cove (Narragansett Bay
CCMP, 1991). In general, concentrations of toxic organic chemical compounds in
sheHfish trend from highest levels in the Upper Bay, in the vicinity of the Providence
River, to lowest levels in the Lower Bay (Ibid).

DETERMINATION OF SEDIMENT SUITABILITY FOR MAINTENANCE
AND NEW PROJECT DREDGING
Marine Protection. Research. and Sanctuaries Act
The Ocean Dumping Section of the Marine Protection and Research
Sanctuaries Act details a four (4) tiered testing process to be used in evaluating the
suitability of sediments for dredging and aquatic disposal. The process is designed to
aid in generating the sediment toxicity information necessary to determine
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environmental impact during the dredging process (USEPA/USACE, 1991). Tier I
consists of a comprehensive analysis of all existing and readily available, assembled,
and interpreted information on the proposed dredging project, including all previously
collected physical, chemical, and biological data. Tier II consists of evaluation of
marine water-quality (wQC) compliance using a numerical mixing model of the
disposal site conditions and an evaluation of the potential for benthic impact using
calculations of theoretical bioaccumulation potential. Tier III assesses the impact of
contaminants in the dredged sediments on appropriate sensitive organisms to
determine if the dredged sediments will have an unacceptable impact. Tier IV
consists of bioassays and bioaccumulation tests to determine the long-term effects of
exposure to dredged sediments (USEPA/USACE, 1991).
The primary purpose of Tier I is to identify contaminants of concern and to
use the information collected on the proposed dredged material for initial comparison
to three exclusionary criteria. This information is used to determine appropriate
analyses in the upper tiers.
If one or more of the exclusionary criteria can be satisfied, then the limiting

permissible concentration (LPC) is met and no further evaluation is required. If no
exclusionary criteria can be met, then the LPC is evaluated based on the analysis of
toxicity and bioaccumulation potential of the dredged sediments. This evaluation is
based on the collected information (Ibid). The LPC is defined as "the concentration
of a constituent which, after allowance for initial mixing does not exceed applicable
marine water quality criteria" (40 CPR Ch. 1,7/1/88 Edition). If no water quality
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criteria exists, then the LPC is defined as the concentration of dredged material in the
receiving water which will not exceed a toxicity threshold defined as 0.01 of a
concentration shown to be acutely toxic to appropriate sensitive marine organisms in a
bioassay carried out in accordance with approved EPA procedures.
Dredged sed'iments which meet one or more of the three exclusionary criteria
are determined to be environmentally acceptable for ocean disposal, without further
testing, if:
1) the "dredged material is composed predominantly of sand, gravel,
rock, or any other naturally occurring bottom material with particle
sizes larger than silt, and the material is found in areas of high current
or wave energy such as streams with large bed loads or coastal areas
with shifting bars and channels;"
2) the "dredged material is for beach nourishment or restoration and is
composed predominantly of sand, gravel, or shell with particle sizes
compatible with material on the receiving beaches;"
3) or "when i) the material proposed for dumping is substantially the
same as the substrate at the proposed disposal site and ii) the site from
which the material proposed for dumping is to be taken is far removed
from known existing and historical sources of pollution so as to provide
reasonable assurance that such material has not been contaminated by
such pollution".
When dredged material does not meet the provisions of the ocean dumping
regulations, further testing of the liquid, suspended particulate, and solid phases is
required. Based on the results of this testing, dredged material may be considered not
environmentally acceptable.
After consideration of all available information in Tier 1, one of the following
conclusions may be reached:
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1) Further evaluations in Tiers II, III and/or IV are needed as existing
information does not provide a sufficient basis for making a decision
concerning the compliance of dredged material or
2) Existing information provides a sufficient basis for making a
decision concerning compliance of the dredged material.
If the existing information supports adequate information to make a decision

concerning compliance, then:
1) the material' complies with the criteria for exclusion from further
testing or
2) the material does not comply with all criteria but compiles with
some criteria and the limiting permissible concentration. In this case,
no further information on contaminants is necessary to determine
compliance or
3) the material does not comply with criteria or the LPC. If so, no
further information is needed to determine non-compliance.
The exclusionary criteria in Tier I serve as an initial filter, based on existing
information, for determining whether dredged sediments are environmentally
acceptable for ocean disposal. If the available information on these sediments is not
sufficient to determine compliance with ocean dumping regulations, then further
evaluation at higher levels (tiers) is required to determine suitability for aquatic
disposal. If the available information is sufficient to make a decision, then
compliance is determined and decisions are made whether to permit dredging
operations.
In the following section, the sediment data available from the fourteen RIMTA
marinas are evaluated based on the criteria in Tier I and the Connecticut Classification
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scheme to determine their compliance with MPRSA or to establish the need for
additional testing.

Detennining the Suitability of Sediments from the
Fourteen Regional Marinas for Dredging and Disposal Criteria for Evaluating Environmental Impact
As mentioned previously, the bulk of surficial sampling stations (80%)
examined by Seavey and Pratt (1976) in Narragansett Bay could be classified as
having clean (Class I) or highly polluted (Class III) sediments, using the Connecticut
sediment classification scheme. Further, just over half (64 %) of the subsurface
sampling stations could be classified as having sediments moderately enriched with
pollutants (Class II sediments). Given the history of pollution from local industries
and treatment plant overflows, there is reason to believe that most of upper
Narragansett Bay contains some degree of sediment contamination.
In its proposal, RIMTA has indicated that each of the marinas proposed for
maintenance dredging would abide by the sediment testing results using the
Connecticut Classification System to determine their suitability for dredging and
disposal. Further, the Association agreed that, if necessary, the sediments from these
marinas would undergo testing using the protocols for ocean disposal as proscribed in
the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) and developed by the
USEPA/USACE (1991).
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Qualit): of RIMTA Marina Sediments?
During July 1989-May 1990, sediment borings to the depth of dredging were
collected at each marina to determine sediment chemistry and composition. In
general, examination of the sediment chemistry data for the majority of the RIMTA
marinas showed the sediments contained concentrations of metals, PCB's, volatile
organics, total petroleum hydrocarbons, oil and grease, pesticides, and polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). While present in the sediments, these contaminants
were found to be below levels of concern under the Connecticut Classification
System. Given the results of these analyses, the sediments proposed for dredging
were classified as Class I sediments (Szepatowski Assoc., 1990).
However, there were two exceptions to this conclusion. Sample sites at
Norton's Shipyard and Marina and at Cove Haven Marina indicated the presence of
elevated levels of lead and copper. At the Norton's Shipyard and Marina
(Warwick,RI) site, sediments contained copper concentrations of 420 parts per million
(ppm) and lead concentrations of 220 ppm. The Connecticut standard for copper is
200 ppm and for lead is 100 ppm. Additionally, levels of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) were higher at this site than at other marinas. At the Cove
Haven Marina (Barrington, RI) site, sediments showed exceedances in lead
concentration with values of 167 ppm. There is no Connecticut standard for PAHs. It
should be noted that elevated copper, lead, and PAH concentrations were found at
only two of forty-one sites that were sampled.
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From this examination, the RIMTA marina sediments show no contaminants of
concern and are environmentally acceptable for aquatic disposal.
In the following paragraph, these sediments are evaluated based on the tiered
testing protocols in the Ocean Dumping regulations of MPRSA.
A summary of the particle size analyses for the RIMTA marinas (Table X)
shows that all the sediments proposed for maintenance dredging satisfy the "grain
size" exclusion in the Ocean Dumping Regulations. Coarse sediments (Le. greater
than 50% sand and gravel) accounted for 89.4% (n=34) of all sediments analyzed
(n=38).

Silt-sized sediments (i.e. greater than 50% silt) were predominant at 5.3%

of the sites (n =2). While no sites contained greater than 50% clay size particles,
sediments with greater than 20% clay size sediments were predominant at 5.3% of all
sites (n=2). Since the distribution of particle sizes indicates that the dredged
sediments are composed predominantly of particles larger than silt, the first of the
exclusionary criteria is satisfied. Therefore, no further examination at the higher tiers
would be needed based on the satisfaction of the exclusionary criteria.

Rhode Island Marine Trade Association Dredging and
Disposal Proposal
In June 1991, RIMTA proposed an eight point maintenance dredging and
disposal program totalling 750,000 cu. yds of "clean" sediments. This material would
come from fourteen (14) area marinas and take place within a 5 year period.
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TABLE X. Summary of Particle Size Analyses for RIMTA Marinas (Compiled
from Szeptowski, 1990).
Applicant: Norton's Shipyard and Marina (Warwick, RI)
Site:
Sl
Gravel: 10
53
Sand:
34
Silt:
Clay:
3

S2
55
28
17
0

S3
64
22
14

o

Applicant: Brewer Yacht Yard at Cowessett (Warwick, RI)
Site:

S4
S5
- no data -

S6

Applicant: Masthead Marina (Warwick, RI)
Site:
S7
Gravel: 0
73
Sand:
27
Silt:
Clay:
0

S8
34
41
25
0

S9
28
47
25
0

Applicant: Bay Marina (Warwick, RI)
Site:
Gravel:
Sand:
Silt:
Clay:

SlO
0
32
21
47

Sll
0
37
24
39

S12
0
52
34
13

Applicant: Brewer's Wickford Cove Marina (Wickford, RI)
Site: S13
Gravel: 0
Sand: 56
Silt:
36
Clay: 7
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Table X. Summary of Particle Size Analyses for RIMTA Marinas cont.
Applicant: Johnson's Boatyard (Wickford, RI)
Site: S14
Gravel: 0
Sand: 57
Silt:
34
Clay: 7

S15
10
53
35
2

S16
30
41
26
2

Applicant: C-Lark Marina (Warwick, RI)
Site: S17
Gravel: 0
Sand: 58
Silt:
38
Clay: 4

S18
1
60
39
0

S19 S20

o

0

55
37

58
37

8

4

Applicant: Carlson's Marina (Warwick, RI)
Site: S21
Gravel: 0
Sand: 61
Silt:
39
Clay: 0

S22
0
57
35
7

S23
0
55
36
9

Applicant: Wharf Marina (Warwick, RI)
Site: S24
Gravel: 0
Sand: 56
Silt:
36
Clay: 8

S25
0
58
38
4

S26
0
55
37
8

Applicant: Brewer's Sakonnet Marina (portsmouth, RI)
Site: S27
Gravel: 45
Sand: 33
Silt:
22
Clay: 0

S28
21
42
27
10

S29
7
52
34
7
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Table X. Summary of Particle Size Analyses for RIMTA
Marinas cont.
Applicant: Cove Haven Marina (Barrington, RI)
Site: S30
Gravel: 0
Sand: 58
Silt:
31
Clay: 11

S31

o

53
34
13

S32
0
53
34
13

Applicant: Avondale Boatyard (WesterlY,RI)
Site: S33
Gravel: 39
Sand: 38
Silt:
22
Clay: 0

S34
39
41
20
0

S35
11
56
32
0

Applicant: Frank Hall Boatyard (Westerly,RI)
Site: S36
Gravel: 57
Sand: 29
Silt:
14
Clay: 0

S37
0
54
21
24

S38
2
57
35
6

Applicant: Westerly Yacht Club (WesterlY,RI)
Site: S39
Gravel: 11
Sand: 57
Silt:
32
Clay: 0

S40
10
60
30
0

S41
0
64
36
0
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However, no time frame was established for its implementation. The "cleanliness" of
sediments was to be defined according to the Connecticut Classification Scheme and
USEPA/USACE standards for aquatic disposal. In order to minimize the economic
impact that marina dredging may pose on the commercial shellfishing industry, the
Association made three proposals in an attempt to mitigate any adverse impacts
caused by dredging. The first would establish a shellfish recovery program from
areas to be dredged. This would be accomplished with Association members
contributing $.10 per cu. yd of dredged material which would be deposited in a
quahog transplant fund. The Association also proposed the establishment of a fund to
provide scientific monitoring of the aquatic disposal site(s) upon completion of the
disposal program. Finally, the Association proposed that dredging and disposal
operations be scheduled to occur during times of the year which minimize impact to
fishery habitats and to the marine environment (RIMTA, 1991).
Presently, it takes approximately two (2) years, at the state level, for the
review and approval of a single application to dredge and dispose (Ibid). Since
RIMTA represents fourteen applicants and potentially years worth of review, the
Association thought that the approval process might be expedited if the permit
applications for dredging were submitted to the CRMC, for approval, and RIDEM,
for water certification, as one project with fourteen different sections. Each marina
would represent a section in the project. Each section would consist of thirteen subsections with information required for evaluation such as environmental and dredging
needs assessments, site documentation, dredging profiles, data evaluation,
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historical/archaeological resource impacts, and coordination with other state and
federal agencies.

The Political Feasibility of Conducting Maintenance
Dredging in Rhode Island

Given that sediments from the fourteen (14) RIMTA marinas were given the
highest rating under the Connecticut Classification scheme and considered
environmentally acceptable under the provisions of the MPRSA, why is there
resistance to granting a permit for maintenance dredging at these sites? The answers
lie in part with the political institutions in Rhode Island that developed over the past
six years and in part with the power of the local commercial fishing industry.
In 1987, the RDAG, a creation of the Regional Disposal Steering Committee,
conducted a study on dredged material disposal options for Rhode Island/Southeastern
Massachusetts. This study indicated that in order for dredging activities to resume and
the designation of regional disposal site to become a reality, political commitment
from and cooperation between state and federal governments was critical. However,
at the conclusion of its tenure in late 1987, the RDAG stated that the political will and
support was not demonstrated within either state or federal authorities.
Three years later (September 1991), this problem was reopened as RIMTA
presented an issues paper to the Governor of State of Rhode Island. The paper
entitled "Dredging for Rhode Island's Marinas - A Time for Decision" discussed three
items: a) the need for the State to develop a position on the creation of an aquatic
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disposal site in Narragansett Bay or in Rhode Island Sound, b) the need to initiate
maintenance dredging at fourteen area marinas, and c) the detrimental effects and
economic hardship imposed on the marina industry and the Rhode Island economy, if
dredging were not allowed.
The RIMTA issues paper attributed the present situation to bureaucratic
gridlock at the state-level (RIMTA, 1991). The Association cited the dilution of
authority as a major obstacle contributing to this problem as no single state agency
has the overall responsibility for granting dredging permits or to designate a site for
the disposal of dredge material. The current (1993) authority has been divided among
CRMC, RIDEM, the Rhode Island State Port Authority, Rhode Island Economic
Development Council and the Rhode Island Department of Health.
In the opinion of the Association, State agencies with regulatory authority over
dredging and local communities have created an environment in which no agency is
willing to address dredging and disposal issues. This reluctance has resulted in a
complex set of regulations which act to limit or prohibit land disposal of dredged
material, restrict the transport of dredged sediments on local roads and create
extraordinarily long time periods for processing permit applications. In the case of
CRMC and RIDEM, it is not uncommon for the permit process to last between 18
and 36 months. This compares with between 90 and 100 days for the USACE and
USEPA to process the permit. Obviously, the longer the permitting process the
higher the costs to the applicants (RDAG, 1987; RIMTA, 1991). Further, in the
view of the Association, the present environment is hampered by the requirement that
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unanimous agreement among all parties and interests must be obtained for a permit to
be issued.
Rhode Island DEM and CRMC have responded to these concerns at
intergovernmental and interagency meetings convened by the Rhode Island Lt.
Governor. RIDEM has indicated that the state has explored alternative dredging and
disposal options. These include the creation of "dredge landfills" and upland disposal
in the Central Landfill in Johnston. However, use of these options is complicated as
several communities in Rhode Island will not permit or severely restrict the overland
transport of dredge material on local highways. Secondly, RIDEM indicated that,
dependent on the project size and the process used to make the material receivable for
upland disposal, the cost for disposal could approach $50 per cu. yard (in 1991
dollars). Further, the CRMC admits that, the burden of proof rests with the applicant
to provide information related to the environmental impacts of the proposed action.
This is especially onerous with respect to water quality certification. However, the
state is willing to share some of the burden by beginning the application process for a
regional disposal site with federal authorities provided a suitable disposal site is found
for these sediments (G. Fugate; personal communication, 1991).
In order to overcome the reluctance inherit to the State permitting process, the
Association has proposed the following strategy for making maintenance dredging a
feasible option for the marina industry.
First, the Association seeks to create the "political will" which is requisite for
federal involvement in the establishment of an aquatic disposal site and to abolish the
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gridlock within the state agencies that hampers the permitting process. Second, as the
gridlock is eliminated, the Association proposes that negotiations be held with state
and federal regulatory agencies to define the scope of maintenance dredging and to
designate an aquatic disposal site. Third, the Association has agreed to arrange
meetings with concerned groups to discuss the potential impacts associated with
maintenance dredging at the fourteen marinas, provide a forum for their concerns and
discuss the implications of a lack of a regional aquatic disposal site.
Dsing this strategy, support for dredging and aquatic disposal would come
from educating the most powerful offices in the state (i.e. the Governor's Office, the
Lt. Governor's Office, and the General Assembly), and the Rhode Island
Congressional delegation about the economic impacts of not conducting these
activities. Once a consensus is reached at these levels, it is hoped that the problem of
state agency gridlock would be eliminated and the permit processing periods would be
shortened (K. Kubrick, RIMTA; personal comm.). Political will would be
established as the state addresses the inadequacies and problems of the present
permitting process and assumes greater responsibility for initiating and providing
financial support for future projects. With the accomplishment of these goals,
dredging and aquatic disposal would again become tools for environmental
management.
Finally, while accomplishment of the previous goals would all but assure
victory, RIMTA thought it important that some measure of cooperation should exist
with constituencies outside of the state bureacratic structure. To extend the "olive
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branch", public meetings would be held with concerned citizen groups and the
commercial fishing industry to address the historic opposition of these groups. Such
meetings would serve as vehicles to educate the public of the present situation and
forums to discuss the concerns of the commercial fishing industry and environmental
groups to dredging and disposal. The RIMTA dredging proposal was presented to the
Lt. Governor of Rhode Island in June 1991. At this meeting, vocal support for the
proposal and the need for maintenance dredging was expressed from governmental
and academic quarters (e.g. USEPA, USACE, NOAA Sea Grant Program, URI),
sportfishing interests, the yachting communities, marina interests, harbormasters , and
state authorities (Dept. of Economic Development and Providence Port Authority).
Save the Bay acknowledged the need for a long-term solution to the dredging and
disposal problem in Rhode Island but expressed concern for the protection of
ecosystems during dredging operations and disposal at any proposed aquatic disposal
site (Prov. (RI) Journal-Bulletin, 3/26/92). The commercial fishing industry,
represented by shellfishing and lobstering interests (e.g. RI Shellfishermen Assoc.and
RI Lobstermen's Assoc.), expressed general support for parts of the proposal. The
commercial fishing industry particularly supported the initiation of a program to
conduct monitoring during dredging and disposal activities and the additional
surcharge proposed by the Association to cover the transplant of shellfish potentially
impacted by dredging operations. However, the Ocean State Fishermen's Association
(OSFA) objected to the re-opening of the Prudence Island aquatic site for disposal
(prov. Journal-Bulletin, 6/29/91).
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Because of the reluctance of the fishing industry and the state's largest
environmental group to fully support the proposal, it appeared, that the Association
proposal had been rejected. The rejection of the proposal by a small number of the
meeting attendees was particularly magnified by a general concordance within the
state bureaucracy that there must be full agreement among all parties affected by the
dredging and disposal issue.

The Future of Dredging and Disposal in Rhode Island
While the Association was handed a setback, the issue of dredging and
disposal of sediments from the fourteen marinas did not disappear. Substantial
lobbying efforts of state agencies and offices, other than RIDEM and CRMC, by
RIMTA and the Ports of Providence and Davisville has increased the awareness of
and concern for the economic impacts of not conducting dredging and disposal
activities (K. Kubrick, personal comm.).
With a lack of progress in the designation of an aquatic disposal site in Rhode
Island for the marina sediments, RIMTA proposed a short-term (interim) solution
which called for disposal of these sediments at the Providence & Worcester (P&W)
Railroad rail-ship-truck terminal under construction in East Providence (prov. Journal
Bulletin, 3/29/92). These sediments would be protected by a dike currently under
construction at this facility. The USACE has supported this proposal based on state
government support and an agreement by RIDEM to allow for the permitted upland
disposal of clean sediments at this site.
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Since 1991, the issue of dredging and disposal has been brought quietly to the
forefront. In March, 1992, the Governor asked the USACE, at the urging of local
ship pilots, to study whether the commercial shipping channel to Providence should be
dredged to ensure safe passage of deep-draft tankers and other vessels. The first steps
to

achieving "political will" were initiated as the state Port Authority and Economic

Development Council were named to oversee the interaction with the Corps. Further
steps have been initiated with the creation, by the Governor's Office, of the
Interagency Task Force to Preseve Shipping in Narragansett Bay. This task force is
chaired by the Rhode Island Department of Economic Development (RIDED) and has
members from the Governor's Office, USACE, RIDEM, and CRMC. The purpose
of this committee is to create a regulatory road map developed jointly by state and
federal agencies which would encourage dredging in Rhode Island and establish an
offshore aquatic disposal site (John Riendeau, RIDED, personal comm.).
Subsequently, RIMTA has been involved with the commercial shippers, state, and
federal governmental authorities in the development of long-term (15-20 year)
disposal strategies addressing the disposal options for dredged sediments. One option
is the construction of Confined Disposal Facilities (CDF) at selected sites along the
coastline and the creation of an offshore "living" reef of clean sediments.

DISPOSAL SITE DESIGNATION AND MANAGEMENT
Chemical analyses of sediments from the RIMTA marinas indicated that they
could be labelled Class I under the Connecticut Classification scheme. Thus, the
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sediments are considered environmentally acceptable for ocean disposal guidelines in
the MPRSA.
With the closures of the aquatic disposal sites in Narragansett Bay and Rhode
Island Sound, there is no aquatic location to receive these sediments even though they
have been shown to be environmentally acceptable.

If federal and state agreement

could be established, then provisions in the Clean Water Act of 1977 (CWA) and the
MPRSA of 1972 could be used to establish a aquatic disposal site in nearshore waters.
The CWA and MPRSA contain provisions which can serve as guidelines for
establishing disposal sites landward of the territorial waters of Rhode Island and
seaward of the baseline in Rhode Island Sound. These measures also provide
environmentally protective guidance for the management of dredging and disposal
activities.

Site Designation Under the Clean Water Act (CWA)
The CWA includes Section 404 which regulates the discharge of dredge and
fill material in inland waters landward of the baseline used to measure the territorial
sea. Fundamental to the guidelines in Section 404 is the requirement that dredged or
fill material should not be discharged into an aquatic ecosystem unless it can be
demonstrated that no unacceptable adverse impact will result. Under these provisions,
there are several mechanisms by which disposal sites can be established in state
waters. First, the USACE or a state with an approved 404 program is allowed to
grant permits. With this authority, permits can be written which specify disposal of
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dredged sediments at specific sites. Second, these provisions also allow the USACE
the authority to grant permits by determining that the discharge is necessary under the
economic impact provisions of the Clean Water Act. Finally, Section 404 indicates
that the USEPA and USACE may also identify sites which can serve as possible
future disposal sites (including existing disposal sites and non-sensitive areas) either
on their own initiative or at the request of any other party and after consultation with
any affected State.
The guidelines are divided into several subparts which establish conditions for
compliance; describe the physical and chemical criteria of a disposal site and how to
assess the impact of proposed disposal on theses criteria; describe guidelines for the
determination of impact; and describe testing procedures to be used in reaching
determinations and advance identification of disposal areas.

Conditions for Dredge Material Disposal
The procedures used to determine compliance will vary depending on the
seriousness of any impact on the aquatic ecosystem at the disposal site. No discharge
is permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge. Practicable
is defined as "available and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost,
existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes" (Part 230.3).
Practicable alternatives include activities which do not involve a discharge into the
waters of the United States or ocean waters (e.g. upland disposal) or discharges at
other locations in waters of the United States or ocean waters (previously used aquatic
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sites or confined disposal facilities). To avoid duplication of effort and expense in
identifying and evaluating practicable alternatives, evaluations conducted under a
Coastal Zone Management program or other state planning process are also to be
considered during evaluations.
No discharge of dredged material is permitted if it causes violations of any
applicable State water quality standard, jeopardizes species listed as endangered or
threatened, violates any applicable toxic effluent standard in the CWA or violates any
requirement to protect any marine sanctuary designated under MPRSA.

Disposal

Site~esignation

The permitting authority shall determine the short and long term effects of
disposal based on the physical, chemical and biological components of the aquatic
environment. Each site win be specified according to its mixing characteristics which
will be defined on the basis of disposal site physical and oceanographic characteristics
(e.g. water depth, sediment type, current velocity), dredged material characteristics
(e.g. sand, silt and clay content) and operational discharge parameters (e.g. discharge
vessel speed and rate of discharge).
On the basis of these provisions, the proposed disposal sites will be classified
in one of the following three classes: 1) having complied with Section 404 guidelines;
2) having complied with the inclusion of appropriate and practicable discharge
conditions to minimize pollution or adverse effects to the marine ecosystems at the
site; or 3) having failed to comply with these guidelines. Failure to comply occurs
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when one of the following four conditions exist: 1) there is a practicable alternative to
the proposed discharge that would have a less adverse impact; 2) the proposed
discharge will significantly degrade the marine ecosystem; 3) the proposed discharge
does not include all appropriate and practicable measures to minimize potential harm
to the ecosystem; and 4) there is not sufficient information to make a judgement if the
discharge will comply with Section 404.
Dredged sediments are to be evaluated by chemical and biological testing to
determine if the conditions of compliance are met. At the time of this writing (1993),
the USEPA is proposing revised guidelines for chemical, biological, and physical
evaluation and testing. Until these provisions are finalized, the evaluation and testing
procedures are interim guidelines and subject to change. Exemptions to testing are
made if dredged sediments are composed primarily of sand or gravel sufficiently
removed from sources of pollution. Other factors to be considered during evaluations
include an evaluation of the extraction site and its location relative to potential sources
of contamination.

Disposal Site Designation and Management Under the
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act
The Ocean Dumping Regulations within the Marine, Protection, Research and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972 give the Administrator of the USEPA the authority to
designate disposal sites where ocean dumping may be permitted, oversee the issuance
of permits for disposal of dredge material and establishes criteria to be applied by the
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USACE in its review of activities involving the transportation of dredged material for
the purpose of disposal in ocean waters.
The Ocean Dumping Regulations establish criteria for the comprehensive
management of disposal sites seaward of the baseline used to define the territorial sea.
These criteria include the site selection/designation process, site use, evaluation of
disposal impact and conducting baseline or trend assessment surveys. Each of these
are discussed below.

Site

D~signatiQn/Selection

Areas permitted to receive dredged materials will be designated by the
USEPA. This designation will be made based on an evaluation of environmental
studies of each site (including surrounding areas) and historical knowledge of the
comparable impact on areas similar to such sites. These considerations are separated
into physical, chemical and biological characteristics. The site designation process
begins with a review of the general criteria for the selection of sites. The general
criteria requires that disposal should occur at sites which minimize interference with
other activities, particularly avoiding areas of existing fisheries or shellfisheries and
regions of heavy commercial or recreational navigation. These regulations further
require that the locations and boundaries of disposal sites be chosen so that changes in
water quality, during dumping, can be expected to reach ambient seawater levels or to
undetectable concentrations before reaching the coastline, marine sanctuary or fishery.
Part 228.6 lists specific criteria for site selection that may be considered in addition to
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the general criteria. In general, these include geographical location and physical
characteristics; location relative to: living resources, beaches, shipping, and
recreation. Other considerations which must be addressed include the feasibility of
surveillance and monitoring, and the effects of current and previous disposal in the
area (USEPA, 1986).

Dis.posal Site Monitoring
A monitoring program must also be established to evaluate the impact on the
marine environment. Such impacts may be determined by comparing post-disposal
conditions with baseline conditions. The monitoring program should include baseline
surveys to be conducted by USEPA, NOAA, other Federal agencies or contractors,
and special studies by permitees. This section also requires that monitoring programs
be developed with State and local agendes.
Disposal impact (Part 228.10) is to be evaluated periodically from baseline and
trend assessment surveys and monitoring surveys. Impact will be determined based
on the following four effects: 1) movement of materials into the coastal environment
or marine sanctuaries, 2) movement of materials toward productive fisheries, 3)
absence from the site of pollution-sensitive biota characteristic of the general area, 4)
progressive non-seasonal changes in water quality, sediment composition, or pelagic,
demersal or benthic biota at the site, and 5) accumulation of material constituents in
marine biota within the site.
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This section (part 228.10) also defines two categories of impact. Category I
impact occurs when one or more of the following conditions are present and can be
attributed to ocean dumping. Category II impact includes the effects of activities not
listed in Category I (Part 228.1O-subpart 2). Category I impact is evaluated according
to: 1) the progressive movement or accumulation of waste from the site within twelve
miles of the coastline, 2) the statistically significant decrease in the valuable
commercial or recreational species due to toxicity associated with the disposal, 3)
existence of significant impairment of the site due to accumulated use, 4) existence of
adverse effects on the taste or odor of valuable commercial or recreational species,
and 5) the consistent occurrence of any toxic waste, in concentrations above normal
ambient values, outside the disposal site more than four hours after disposal.

DISCUSSION
Commercial fishing and environmental groups acknowledge the need to
maintain channels for navigation, support for existing marine facilities, and long-term
solution for dredge material disposal. However, these groups are also aware of
potential ecosystem and fisheries impacts due to the release of toxicants during
dredging and disposal of contaminated sediments. Given this awareness and the
history of pollution-related closures of shellfishing grounds within Narragansett Bay,
these groups remain opposed to the renewal of dredging activities.
Scientific studies (e.g. Saila et al., 1972) at previously designated disposal sites
have not been able to link previous dredging and disposal activities with declines in
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fish stocks in Narragansett Bay and Rhode Island Sound. In contrast, investigations
(e.g. Seavey and Pratt, 1979; Narragansett Bay CCMP, 1991) have shown potential
dredging areas in Narragansett Bay to be contaminated with toxic organic and
inorganic chemicals and heavy metals.
Since the closure of primary and secondary disposal sites in Narragansett Bay
and Rhode Island Sound, Federal and State authorities have not had an opportunity in
the past twenty years to develop a strategy for designating and managing disposal
sites.
While Rhode Island has rejected dredging and aquatic disposal as a
management option for nearshore sediments for the past twenty years, other parts of
the country (e.g. the Gulf Coast, New York/New Jersey area, Connecticut and
Massachusetts) routinely conduct large and small scale dredging operations using the
most advanced dredging equipment and monitoring techniques that this industry has to
offer. In response to this activity and increased environmental awareness among
congressional and state lawmakers several protective provisions have been established
which govern dredging activities and disposal site management. The application or
modification of these laws, with the demonstration of "political will" by the state of
Rhode Island, will solve the present dilemma as routine maintenance dredging and
disposal will again be available as an environmental management tool. Using the
guidelines provided by the State of Connecticut, the CWA, and the MPRSA, only
sediments which will not cause any adverse impact to the environment will be suitable
for dredging and aquatic disposal. Further, these provisions outline guidelines for
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managing and monitoring disposal of these sediments to minimize environmental
impact.

CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions can be reached after examination of the present situation.
On the surface, the Association strategy, and the issue of maintenance dredging,
appeared to be stalled due to state bureaucratic gridlock. This problem affects all
dredging applications. The proposed strategy to overcome this situation has yet to be
proven effective. Additional assistance will be required to overcome the state's
institutional bureaucracy. While the Association sought consensus and public
approval for maintenance dredging from the highest levels of state government (i.e.
the Governor's Office) and proposed that the power of this office be used to break the
gridlock, the Governor's office has chosen not to take a public position on the
economic issues presented by the marina trade association. Without this level of
approval, the Association, alone, has not been able to overcome the institutional
reluctance within state agencies or local governments to approve maintenance
dredging permits in a timely fashion or to allow the transportation of dredged
sediments on local highways for upland disposal.
The Association proposal has succeeded in stimulating lobbying of the
Governor's Office by other sectors of the marine industry. This appears to have
created an awareness of the economic impacts far beyond those affecting a few
marinas. In some sense the Association's proposal has been transformed and its goals
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indirectly achieved by the events following the June 1991 meeting. For instance, the
goal of breaking the gridlock at the RIDEM and CRMC should be achieved by the
creation of the interagency committee which was charged with the development of
procedures which eliminate unnecessary delays, minimizes the influence of the fishing
industry, and reinstitutes dredging and disposal as environmental management tools.
Further, while not publicly addressing the issue, the Governor's Office has acted
behind-the-scenes to create the "political will" to support dredging. Therefore, the
second goal has also been met.
Second, while involved in the interagency task force, there may be still a
reluctance by the federal government to begin processing dredging applications or
establishing an aquatic disposal site in territorial waters of Rhode Island. This
reluctance is based, historically, on past projects (e.g. Rhode Island Sound Study and
Fall River Dredging Project) in which there was substantial federal support/resources
yet a lack of sustained state support. Presently, federal authorities are optimistic that
sufficient commitment and "political will" exists in the state to support future
dredging and disposal activities.
Third, there is overwhelming agreement by the marina industry, governmental
authorities, commercial shipping and fishing interests, environmentalists and the
general public that there is a definite need to dredge in the region. This need is
particularly important for small scale operations and concerns maintenance dredging
in small harbors and marinas. Marine businesses view these types of dredging
activities as critical to their economic survival. The critical issue associated with
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these sites is the suitability (i.e. cleanliness) of sediments from these locations to
enable aquatic disposal. The local marina industry and the commercial shipping
industry will be adversely impacted if the issue of contaminated sediment disposal is
not resolved. Large segments of the Providence River shipping channel as well as
localized sites at area marinas contain sediments too toxic for aquatic disposal. How
these sediments are dredged and disposed of will affect the management of this
segment of the economy. Lack of remediation efforts for contaminated sediments will
result in increased incidences of groundings of container vessels as navigational
channels continue to narrow and shoal. Smaller, shallower draft vessels will provide
fewer goods and services due to reductions in shipping tonnage. This may
dramatically affect the Port of Providence which handles an estimated 8 million tons
of cargo annually (Sea Grant, 1988).
Finally, if the interagency task force is not successful in its mission, the state
will continue to be the only coastal state in New England which has not developed a
process enabling maintenance dredging in state waters.
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Appendix A
Examples of the Need for Dredging
This informal survey was conducted by the Rhode Island Marina Trade
Association in August 1991. It indicates the extent of the need for maintenance
dredging from marinas around the State and the economic benefits that could
result from maintenance dredging.

1. Frank Hall Boat Yard, India Point Road, Westerly, R.I.
Frank Hall's Boat Yard, located on the Pawcatuck River has 110 slips.
Approximately sixty percent (60%) are for sailboats and forty percent (40%)
are for powerboats. Fifty percent (50%) of the boats using the marina are
more than thirty feet in length. The Boat Yard is a family business forty years
old and includes full-service repair and boat building facility and a ship's
store.
In the last seven years, shoaling at the marina has decreased water
depths by more than 4 feet. Currently, the marina is shoaling at the rate of 6
inches per year. As a result of this loss in water depth, fifteen (15) slips have
been lost and grounding is a common occurence. In the last five years, sailboat
business has been reduced by thirty percent because the marina cannot
accommodate sail boats drawing more than 4 feet.
The inability to engage in maintenance dredging costs the marina
approximately $195,000 yearly in lost revenue. The boat yard could increase
employment by 3 full-time (year-round) and 2 full time seasonal employees, if
allowed to engage in maintenance dredging.

2. Avondale Boat Yard, Avondale Road, Westerley, R.I.
Avondale Boat Yard, also located on the Pawcatuck River, has 96 slips
and 6 moorings. Forty percent (40%) of the boats are sailboats and sixty
percent (60%) are powerboats. Avondale Boat Yard is also a family business,
operating in the area for ninety (90) years. Fifty percent (50%) of the Yard's
slip now have less than 5 feet of depth at Mean Low Water (MLW). The loss
in depth is averaging 3 inches per year. Currently, four slips are totally
unusable and forty (40) slips cannot accommodate boats drawing more than
three feet of water. Groundings occur an average of six times per week. Most
sailboats can be hauled at high tide only while deep draft sailboats cannot be
hauled at all. Twenty slips were unrented during the 1991 boating season due
to shallow depths. Avondale Boat Yard's lost revenues due to an inability to
dredge are approximately $235,000. Avondale could add 3 full-time and 3
part-time employees if dredging took place.
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3. Bay Marina, Inc., Warwick, RI
Bay Marina is a 27 year old family business that has 196 slips to
accommodate sail and powerboats. Its on-shore facilities include repair and
maintenance.
Over the last several years, Bay Marina has experienced a loss in water
depth of three feet in many areas. As a result, fifteen slips for thirty foot boats
have been lost. Grounding is a common occurence. Bay Marina has suffered a
revenue loss of $100,000 per year because of its need for dredging. When
dredging is completed four additional employees could be hired.

4. Masthead Marina, Warwick, RI
Masthead Marina is a full-service marina with 240 slips that can
accommodate sail and powerboats. It is a family owned marina that has been
open since 1965. Over the last few years there has been a 4 foot loss in water
depth in many areas. This in tum has rendered 85 of the slips for 30 foot
sailboats almost unusable. Grounding is a common occurence.
The economic impact of the inability to dredge translates to
approximately $300,000 per year loss in revenues. Masthead has the potential
to employ an additional 6 full-time and 6 part-time employees if maintenance
dredging needs were met.

5. Wharf Marina, Warwick, RI
Wharf Marina is a family owned business that has been serving boaters
for more than 30 years. It is an 85 slip marina, which berth sailboats and
powerboats. On-shore services include sales and service. Over the last several
years, Wharf Marina has lost in water depth of over four feet. Sixteen slips for
30 foot boats have been lost and grounding is a common occurrence. Wharf
Marina now employs six people and has the potential of employing two more,
if maintenance dredging were conducted.

6. Wickford Cove Marina, Wickford, RI
Wickford Cove Marina has 151 slips that berth sailboats and
powerboats up to 65 feet in length. It has been in existence for 56 years, and
its on-shore facilities include workshops, a ship's store, brokerage services
and inside storage. Recent shoaling has caused a loss of depth in water of 4
feet. As a result, 15 slips are useless and there are daily instances of boats
going aground. In addition, the travel lift well for hauling boats cannot be used
more than half of the time.
Annual revenue losses at Wickford Cove Marina, from the lack of
maintenance dredging, are at least $250,000. The Marina could employee 5
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people full-time and 4 people part-time, once maintenance dredging is
completed.

7. Brewers Sakonnet Marina, Portsmouth, RI
Brewers Sakonnet marina has 189 slips and accommodates sail and
power boats up to 60 feet in length. The marina has been in operation for over
25 years. Its on-shore facilities include sheds for inside storage of yachts, a
travel lift for hauling boats, workshops and other amenities. The loss of depth
due to shoaling is 3 feet and 12 slips have been rendered useless.
The revenue loss at Brewers Sakonnet is over $60,000 per year. Two
additional full time employees would be hired, if dredging were undertaken.

8. Brewers Yacht Yard at CoweseU, Warwick, RI
Brewers Yacht Yard at Cowesett has 240 slips and has been serving
power and sail boaters for over 31 years. It can accommodate boats up to 55
feet in length. The loss of water depth is estimated to be 3 feet, and five slips
are now unusable. Boats go aground daily.
The yearly loss of revenue is over $40,000. Brewers Yacht Yard could
employ an addition two people (full time) if maintenance dredging were
completed.

9. Cove Haven Marina, Barrington,RI
Cove Haven is situated on the banks of Bullocks Cove along the
Providence River, it has 220 slips for power and sail boats. The marina
handles boats (recreational and commercial) up to 140 feet in length. For over
30 years, Cove haven has offered onshore facilities as inside storage,
workshops, a ship's store, and a swimming pool. Over time, the inability to
do maintenance dredging has caused a loss of water depth of 4 feet and a
resulting loss of 550 feet of dockage space.
The yearly loss of revenue is over $300,000. Cove Haven currently
employs 36 people and could employ 5 more once maintenance dredging is
completed.

10. Johnson's Boat Yard, North Kingstown, RI
Johnson's Boat Yard is a family owned business in operation since
1940 with forty-five (45) slips and many onshore amenities including full
service for power boats. In the last three years, Johnson's has experienced a
loss of 2 feet in water depth. Six slips have become useless and grounding is
a common occurence.
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The inability to dredge has cost the family owned operation $55,000 a
year in gross income, causing the company to file for bankruptcy protection·.
*Note that the boatyard discontinued operations in 1992.
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APPENDIX C
List of Acronyms Used in this Report

CDF

CRMC
CWA
LPC
MPRSA
NOAA
PAHs
PCBs
RDAG
RIDED
RIDEM
RIM:TA
URI
WQC
USACE
USEPA

Confined Disposal Facility
Coastal Resource Management Council
Clean Water Act
Limiting Pennissible Concentration
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Polychlorinated biphenyls
Regional Disposal Advisory Group
Rhode Island Dept. of Economic Development
Rhode Island Dept. of Environmental Management
Rhode Island Marine Trade Association
University of Rhode Island
Water Quality Criteria
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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